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In essence, we are sensor-clad soft machines capable of myriad intricate tasks. Stripped from 

proprioceptive feedback, we can no longer walk despite intact locomotor system. Likewise, 

integration of sensors, complex control loops, or machine learning is crucial in “classical” robotics. 

Soft and continuum robots mitigate some materials and engineering issues when trying to replicate 

biological systems (1) through compliant and adaptive structures that allow impressive functionality 

with limited or no sensing (2, 3). The initial charm of simplicity lowered the barrier of entry to soft 

robotics and partly sparked its rapid growth (4). Yet, in nature’s soft experts, such as cephalopods, 

we find intricate networks of sensors, actuators, power supply, and signal processing distributed 

throughout their squishy bodies. Many current soft actuator demonstrations partially compensate 

through their operator’s knowledge of the environment or the desired task. Truly autonomous 

robots, soft or rigid, require a sense of their own to interact with their surroundings. How can we 

best approximate the inimitable complexity of living beings in our artificial critters? This endeavor 

can be successful only if material scientists, chemists, engineers, physicists, biologists, and roboticists 

join forces. In particular, soft embodiments in robotics necessitate stretchable, deformable forms of 

electronics—for sensing, power supply, computing, and actuation support—that do not impede their 

inherently compliant and safe nature (Fig. 1). Immersing robots in our daily lives demands low 

production costs for soft sensor skins. Scalable solutions of flexible electronics for stretchable 

systems are being adopted; demonstrations of embedded soft sensors manufactured via digital 

fabrication are encouraging. Monolithic assembly of multiple materials on large scales with high 

functionality yet in a robust manner, while achieving untethered operation, requires new integration 

paradigms. 

Grand challenges 

To avoid negating the advantages of soft machines that originate in mechanical design concepts and 

materials choices that off-load some control tasks to the soft structure [morphological computation 

(4)], we first need to ask what a soft robot needs to sense. Evolutionarily, the realization of sensors is 

driven by environmental needs. In analogy, we should equip our creations with just the right amount 

of responsiveness and take advantage of self-sensing actuation principles. 

Stay simple in a frugal way 

Electrically driven soft capacitive devices not only provide motion but also allow closed-loop control 

via the strain-dependent capacity change that correlates with the actuation state. Recent Peano-

HASEL actuators couple the fine control of electric operation with the high power of fluid-based 

systems in next-generation artificial muscles (5). They overcome dielectric breakdown failure partly 

through fluid redistribution, but advances in self-healable polymers, elastomers, and electrode 

materials could further boost longevity. Being electronic in nature, an evolution toward multimodal 

sensing is promising. Existing strategies for soft sensing include resistive- and capacitive-based 

designs to perceive pressure and strain, with attempts toward light-based feedback (6). Going 



beyond smarter actuators toward “sentient” robots will require a broad spectrum of senses, realized 

in soft form factors, spanning temperature, moisture, flow, texture, optics, and electromagnetic 

fields. Materials that respond to multiple stimuli may simplify sensor design and skin architecture. 

However, integration strategies for sensing, data collection and processing, and energy storage are 

paramount. 

Collecting a lot of signals 

Whenever a single or a small number of sensors do not suffice, addressing individual nodes quickly 

becomes a major obstacle. Approaches from the display industry, where millions of pixels must be 

controlled, use active matrix transistor arrays that require heterogeneous integration of different 

materials classes—dielectrics, semiconductors, and metals—all with partially antagonistic properties. 

Examples that use organic (7) and inorganic (8) semiconductors as essential building blocks enabled 

epidermal and imperceptible foil-based platforms with exceptional mechanical compliance through 

their ultrathin form factors. Mechanical designs such as meanders, cracked metal films, or out-of-

plane wrinkles then turn flexible e-skins into stretchable soft hybrids when combined with elastic 

foundations. Advances in intrinsically stretchable (semi)conductors and insulators now provide all-

soft and printable alternatives (9). Long-term reliability remains challenging; redundancy in sensors 

and materials with basic healing properties may offer solutions. 

Processing and adaptation 

Stretchable sensors benefit from the intrinsic nonlinearities of their constituting materials, but signal 

interpretation is challenging and typically changes over time. Advanced processing and 

communication largely rely on rigid electronic components; interfacing with stretchable materials 

involves soft-to-hard transitions that risk failure when undergoing large cyclic stresses. Self-healing 

materials with graded mechanical modulus could help; another strategy may lie in modular designs 

where the sensor skin can be separated and replaced. Advances in machine learning can be explored 

via “tethered learning” even in small, autonomous robots. Linked to large resources while empirically 

training their soft senses, these robots then locally store created patterns to guide evaluations of 

sensor inputs, allowing adaptations to the environment at lower computational and thus energy 

demand. 

Providing energy 

Distributed energy harvesting from low-density sources (e.g., vibrations and thermal gradients) is 

promising to power individual sensors. Even self-powered sensors are possible by choosing piezo-, 

tribo-, or photoelectric active materials. But if we look for active display or shape-morphing skins, we 

require strategies to seamlessly integrate high-density sources using, for example, electro-chemical 

or efficient solar converters that have dual purpose and can also power locomotion. Existing 

stretchable versions suffer from long-term stability issues. Encapsulation and barrier materials that 

stretch are elusive but may be possible with engineered two-dimensional materials. Tapping the 

advanced power management of biological systems via incorporating living cells for actuation (10) 

and sensing could provide a major step forward for autonomous systems that ultimately heal and 

regenerate naturally. Yet, this ability poses new challenges in supplying nutrition and handling waste, 

especially for large systems. Hydrogel-based electronics could offer a natural solution. 

Where to go 

A growing complexity and number of sensors in turn demand appropriate power supply and 

computational resources. Distributing not only signal processing but also energy storage throughout 

the robotic body is closely analogous to biological systems and provides a realistic solution for 



practical implementations. Soon, a synergistic concept that harnesses the transformative 

achievements of silicon technology in conjunction with large-area e-skins through hybrid integration 

strategies will be an intermediate on our way toward all-soft systems. Next-level soft robotics will 

include emerging concepts for self-healing the body and the somatosensory skins. Because unlimited 

operational lifetime is neither feasible nor required, the final touch that blurs the lines between 

digital and animate worlds will be provided through biodegradable and resorbable materials and 

designs. 
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Fig. 1. Narrowing the gap between biological and robotic systems. All-soft robots ideally integrate 

soft actuation with stretchable, multimodal electronic skins and energy supply. Untethered 

autonomous operation is the ultimate goal. 


